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Abstract

Abstract

It's probably fair to say that most business-oriented computer applications work
with data in one form or another. This data often is stored in one or more databases. Visual
Basic can create powerful data management programs with a little planning and effort. The
most fundamental part of that planning is in how the data is structured. A poorly designed
database can doom even the most well-intentioned program from the start. On the other
hand, a well-designed database can make a programmer's life much easier.
Creating an organized data structure requires you to learn about two separate tasks. First,
you must learn about how to design a database. In the design, you decide what data goes in
the database and how it will be organized. Second, you must learn how to translate the
design into the actual database. [1]
What we will see in the next chapters is the development of a visual basic database
application named Electronic Library which has to do with managing libraries. It is a
database application which provides many necessary functions and a GUI (graphical user
interface) for enabling users to communicate with an Ms Access database.
Electronic Library is a database application made in Visual Basic (ver.6) programming
language. The database for the application was made in Microsoft Access 2007. In the
application you can view clients registered, books, publishers, transactions, manage users
and some other forms that enable better management of the database. In order to use the
application you have to register and then login with your account and view different forms
depending on your account privileges.
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Introduction
1. Introduction

As mentioned earlier, the database application was made in Visual Basic
programming language. Firstly let us get to know a little bit with this programming
language and some of its main features and secondly get to know with Electronic
Library database application and its features.
Visual Basic is a programming language or a tool that allows you to develop Windows
(Graphic User Interface - GUI) applications. The applications have a familiar
appearance to the user. This programming language is event-driven, meaning code
remains idle until called upon to respond to some event (button pressing, menu selection,
etc.). Visual Basic is governed by an event processor. Nothing happens until an event is
detected. Once an event is detected, the code corresponding to that event (event
procedure) is executed (Figure 1.1). Program control is then returned to the event
processor. [2]

Figure 1.1 Event processor and procedures [2]

Some Features of Visual Basic 6.0: [2]











Full set of objects - you 'draw' the application
Lots of icons and pictures for your use
Response to mouse and keyboard actions
Clipboard and printer access
Full array of mathematical, string handling, and graphics functions
Can handle fixed and dynamic variable and control arrays
Sequential and random access file support
Useful debugger and error -handling facilities
Powerful database access tools
ActiveX support
 Package & Deployment Wizard makes distributing your applications simple
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1.1. Structure of a Visual Basic Application

Figure 1.2 Visual Basic Application Structure [2]
Application (Project) as seen in the upper figure is made up of:
Forms - Windows that you create for user interface
Controls - Graphical features drawn on forms to allow user interaction (text boxes,
labels, scroll bars, command buttons, etc.) (Forms and Controls are objects.)
Properties - Every characteristic of a form or control is specified by a property.
Example properties include names, captions, size, color, position, and contents. Visual
Basic applies default properties. You can change properties at design time or run time.
Methods - Built-in procedure that can be invoked to impart some action to a particular
object.
Event Procedures - Code related to some object. This is the code that is executed when
a certain event occurs.
General Procedures - Code not related to objects. This code must be invoked by the
application.
Modules - Collection of general procedures, variable declarations, and constant
definitions used by application. [2]

1.2. Structure of an Access database
1.2.1 The Database File
A Microsoft Access database is a single file with the file extension *.mdb and is
often referred to as a database application since, unlike other Microsoft Office files it can
contain many different objects and work as if it were a program in its own right. Usually
you need a copy of Microsoft Access to run an Access database, although Access
developers (programmers) can create and distribute Access databases that will work
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completely independently of the Microsoft Access program so that the user does not
need a separate copy of Access to run the database. These are known as run-time
databases. [13]
Access database files are also different from other Microsoft Office files (such as Excel
Workbooks) in that they permit more than one user to work with the file simultaneously.
An Access database can have up to 255 concurrent users. [13]
1.3 Database Objects
An Access database can consist of many different components. These are called
the database objects. They are organized into groups according to type and are listed in
the Access database window which is normally displayed when the database opens.
Database objects include: Tables, Queries, Forms, Reports, Pages, Macros, and Modules
etc. [13]
1.3.1 Tables
Tables are the most important part of a database. They contain the data. Tables
present the data as a datasheet with the data arranged in rows (records) and columns
(fields). You can edit data directly in a table and add or delete records. The data can also
be sorted and filtered in this view. Data in a table can be selected, copied and pasted into
another application or exported as a file. An Access table can have up to 255 fields and
can contain up to 2 million records. Tables can be joined by linking common fields,
thereby setting up relationships between them. This ability to relate data in different
tables makes Access a very powerful data storage tool setting it apart from alternative
data stores such as Excel and is the reason Access is called a relational database. [13]
1.3.2 Queries
A query can be thought of as a stored question about the data. They are used to
filter, sort and summarize data. Special queries called action queries are used to
manipulate data and database structure. They can create, delete or modify records and
create new tables. Access provides a user-friendly graphical tool for building queries,
although in the background the query commands are stored in SQL (structured query
language). The query tool allows you to work directly with SQL if you prefer, or when
you need to create commands that cannot be represented graphically. [13]
When you open or run a query it carries out the stored SQL commands. Most queries
simply display a sorted or filtered view of a table, so it is important to remember that any
change you make to the data displayed is a change to the data in the underlying table.
[13]
3
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1.3.3 Forms
Forms are used to create a user-friendly interface for the database. They are often
used to display records and for data entry and retrieval but they can also take the form of
custom dialog boxes and switchboards. The Access forms design tool can be used to
create a powerful, professional looking front-end for your database application. Forms
are a very important part of the database and can do much to improve the user
experience. The functionality of forms can be enhanced with the help of Access Macros
or VBA programming. [13]
1.3.4 Reports
The Access report is used to present your data, usually for printing. Reports are
designed in a similar way to forms and can get their data either directly from a table or
filtered by a query. In addition to text Access reports can display data in the form of
charts and pivot tables. The report tool is ideal for creating a wide range of documents
based on the data in your database such as invoices, statements or shipping documents
and even envelopes or lists of mailing labels. [13]
Tables, queries and forms can be printed in Access, and it is easy to export data from an
Access database into other programs such as Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel if you
prefer to make use of their layout and printing options. [13]
1.3.5 Pages
Access includes a tool to help you create and edit Data Access Pages. These are web
pages that display data from the database. They are not stored in the database but reside
on an Internet or Intranet web site. Links to existing data access pages are shown in the
Pages section of the Database Window. [13]
1.3.6 Macros
The Macro tool provides an easy way to automate actions in the database. It
requires no programming knowledge. A macro is a set of commands that you create by
choosing options from a list and specifying various criteria to determine exactly how you
want the commands to work. Whilst not offering as many options as VBA programming,
macros can be used to help automate most common database tasks. [13]
1.3.7 Modules and VBA programming
Access modules store VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) programming code.
General code is stored in the modules listed in the Modules section of the Database
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Window. Forms and reports can also contain code. This code is stored in special class
modules attached to the form or report. [13]
VBA is a very powerful programming language and is used throughout Microsoft
Office. It can automate almost any database process in addition to much that cannot be
achieved from the usual Access user interface. [13]
In the EL (Electronic Library) database application you will see most of the components
described above and the way how these are related to each other. When you, for
instance, see a command button which is a control in visual basic then you are able to
see its event procedures or the code that is behind that control. So, the way in which
these components are related to each other is simple and easy to understand. You just
drag a control from the toolbox and put in the visual basic form priory created and then
click the control twice and start writing its event procedure which is the nothing else but
visual basic code which tells the control what to do when executing one of controls‟
features (click, drag, enable, disable, locked etc.)

After explaining some of the most important technologies which are used in EL database
application, in the next chapters, databases‟ young fans can see how these technologies
are used for developing a database application. That is one of the goals that this thesis is
written about and of course the other goal would be the implementation of this software
which also helps young willing students understand that they can build functional
database applications and why not selling them to different clients. For more on how the
Electronic Library database application is developed, you can read the chapters below
where are carefully explained the steps from the database design till the EL finish.
I think you are at this moment wondering and asking yourself about the rows of code
used in this database application, whether you will manage to understand that or not, but
do not worry, because there you can see all the code with its commentation which
explains you what the code does when it is executed. So, go on and have a deeper look at
the next chapters.
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2. Application Review
2.1. EL (Electronic Library) Database
As mentioned earlier, the database for the EL application was made in Microsoft Access
2007. When making database applications one must consider that the database design
has a very important role in the whole database application because there in the database
is all the data, so what the application does is that it is a kind of interface between the
database and the user. The application uses all the data from the database and transmits
it to the users. The EL database has 6 main tables and another help table that does not
appear in the relationship diagram below (Figure 2.1) which contains the users who
register and want to log in the application.

Figure 2.1 EL Database Relationship Diagram [4]
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There is a table that contains client data, another one for books, one for book publishers,
one for administration of the library, and one for the clients‟ transactions made. There
are two kinds of relationships between tables, such as one to many and many to many
relationships. The second relationship exists between tables Deliverysheet and Book, and
the one to many relationship exists amongst all other tables as seen in the upper diagram
(Figure 2.1). After creating the tables in Ms Access 2007, library data is inserted into
database tables so the database is completed and we are ready to start with the Visual
Basic application or the GUI (graphical user interface) that enables the users to
communicate with the database in an easier way.

2.2. EL Application Description
The EL database application is created by using lots of Visual Basic tools and
functions that we will discuss later on. Let us have a look at application‟s main window
which is appeared in the figure below.

App Title

App Menus

Figure 2.2 Electronic Library Main Window [4]
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As we can see from the Figure 2.2. EL has only two menus, from which are executed
different forms. The File menu has three submenus and the Help menu has only one
submenu. The help menu does not contain any help explaining the database application
because Electronic Library is not a complicated application and it is very understandable
for users at the first look, to manipulate with the records of the database and use
application‟ features for communicating with the database.
[3] The visual basic IDE (Integrated Development Environment) offers a very easy way
to create form menus with just one right click on the form design and then selecting
Menu Editor. The visual basic code for the form above (Figure 2.2) is not so hard to
understand. After creating the menus through the IDE we have to put the code for the
menus. The code behind the submenus for the File menu is simple. The only task for EL
menus is only to direct users to other forms of the database application when they are
clicked. For further information about the code behind the form above refer to Appendix
A. To access the database and see its registrations you have to register first and then
login with your account where you can see different forms and start using the
application. The user accounts display the same forms for all the users except the
administrator account which displays an extra option for managing the users. To create
an account for using the application you should go to File/Register and then the form
below (Figure 2.3) will appear where you should write your name and password.
Both fields are required on
this form, and if one of the
fields is blank, a message
box as seen in the
following picture (Figure
2.4) will appear which
shows that both fields are
mandatory. For more
information about the code
behind the message box
refer to APPENDIX A.
Figure 2.3 Registration Form [4]

After the fields are filled in the user has to click the confirm button in order to complete the
registration.
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Figure 2.4 Registration Form Error [4]
There cannot be registered two users with the same name. If this happens the application
will show a message box telling the user to change his or her name. The visual basic code
for preventing the same values for a field is as seen in the figure below.

Visual Basic Class
Database Table Or Query
Field Name
ActiveX Data Object

Field name in database table or query

Empty field ´name´
Empty field ´password´
Exit Function

Figure 2.5 Error Message Code [4]
So, if the field name defined in Visual Basic IDE has the same value as the field in the
database table or query then a message box appears and the application shows the login
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form again with both fields empty, so the user is given the chance again to try to register
with another name. If the name is different from the names already in the database then
another message box appears that tells that the user has been successfully registered. For
more information about the VB (Visual Basic) code behind the registration form see
APPENDIX B.
After a successful registration users are interested to login the application so they have
to close the registration form and go to File and then click the Login submenu. The form
that appears is showed in the figure below.

Figure 2.6 Login Form [4]
What the user has to do here is to type his name and password that he was registered
with earlier, and then type the Login button to get access to different database records
and forms. What is worth mentioning here is that if the user leaves any of the fields
blank and tries to login he or she will get a message box saying that both fields are
required in order to login, and if one gives his appropriate name but the wrong password
and vice versa, there will be another message box showing that the user name or
password is invalid. For more information about the code behind the Login form refer to
APPENDIX C. If the data given by the user is correct in the login form then depending
on the account the output will be presented to the user which is a new form or the central
form from which are called the other forms connected to the database and the user now
can view all the database registrations, delete any of them, add new records, update the
database with new records and see the transactions that are made. Now we will see the
forms that could appear if the login is true. There are two kinds of access in the form
depending on user privileges. As shortly mentioned before, if the administrator logs in,
he will have an extra option for managing the users of the database application. At first
we will have a look at the form that can be viewed by simple users then we will also see
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the form viewed only by the administrator. The form that will appear if the login is true
for simple users is as seen in the figure below.

Figure 2.7 Welcome Form (Login true for simple users) [4]
From the figure above we see that there is a button named users, which is disabled, and
we also see some other buttons such as that of clients, books, publishers, transactions
and the log out button. When logged in as administrator the button „Users‟ will be
enabled so the administrator has the right to manage users of the application. From now
on, we will work with the application logged in as administrator because there are more
things to talk about and the administrator has the full privileges over the application. We
will now see what all these buttons do when clicked, and as for the code and how the
buttons are programmed you can refer to APPENDIX D. It is just a simple form with no
much code, which serves as an interface between the user and the database tables or
queries. The button „Clients‟ opens a form (Figure 2.8) that is connected to the clients
table in the database, and that form offers some other options as seen in the figure
below.

Figure 2.8 Clients’ form [4]
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As we see from the upper figure there is a data navigator for moving through database
records, and some buttons used for adding new clients or deleting them from the
database. If you want to add a new client to the database you will have to press the Add
button, then all the fields will go blank so you can start typing the client information. As
seen in the figure some fields have an asterisk near their name which means that when
adding a new record those fields are required for filling and no registration can be made
without at least filling those fields in. The form on its background contains also code for
validating the input data in its specific fields, to be sure that the user has typed right data.
That means that, when adding a new client, his or her name cannot contain numbers or
the phone number containing letters etc. So, the user will not be able to make a
registration without following some application rules defined in the database application
code as can be broadly seen in APPENDIX E.
Another form that can be called from the welcome form is the books‟ form which is
showed in the following figure (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9 Books’ Form [4]
As most of the other forms, it also has the buttons for adding, saving, canceling, and
deleting new records. When adding a new record the user must put the right values in the
fields as defined in the code. So, the author name field cannot be numerical. There is no
validation rule for the book title field which can have whatever value but it is a required
field the same as the author field. From the figure above we see that the field for the
publisher name is a combo box or as called in Visual Basic programming language a
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data combo which is directly connected to the publisher name field of the publishers`
form which we will discuss later. The purpose of this data combo is that, in this case,
when the user tries to add a new book and wants to write its publisher he or she has to
check first the publishers‟ form through the combo box in case that the wanted publisher
is found and select it from the dropdown list, and if not, the user has to first go to the
publishers‟ form and add the new publisher of the book that he or she wants to have and
then go back to the books‟ form and finish the registration process, but the user should
understand that this field is not required so it may be left blank. Moreover, the data
combo for the book publisher field takes the values from the specified field in the
publishers‟ form, and from that we could see that there is a kind of relationship in the EL
database between the „book‟ table and the „publisher‟ table as showed in the database
relationship diagram (Figure 2.1). What else is specific in this form is another field
whose value is predefined by the application when the Add button is clicked. It is about
the „Measurement Unit‟ field whose value is the string „partition(s)‟, which value is put
every time the user clicks the „Add‟ button. The user can not change this field, and in
case he tries he will get the message notifying him that the field cannot be changed.
Also, the other fields such as „Price‟, „Quantity‟ and „Year‟ must contain only numeric
values otherwise errors will continuously appear in the screen until the right values are
put into fields. For more on all the message boxes, errors and the right values for the
fields refer to APPENDIX F where you can find all the code of the Books‟ form with its
commentation.
The next form that can be called from the welcome form is the publishers‟ form which is
showed in the figure below (Figure 2.10)

Figure 2.10 Publishers’ Form [4]

It is a simple form which takes the data
from the „publisher‟ table. The same as
all other forms it has its main buttons
for manipulating with the database
records, more specifically with the
„publishers‟ table of the EL database.
From the two fields that this form has,
there is just one field required which is
marked with an asterisk as seen in the
figure on the left. The Visual Basic
code for this form can be found on
APPENDIX G where can be seen more
things characteristic to the form too.
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The other form that can be executed from the welcome form is the transactions‟ form
(Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11 Transactions’ Form [4]
The transactions‟ form shows all the clients who have made transactions in or out from
the library, official person present at the moment of the transaction, book title, delivery
sheet type, book quantity and the date of the transaction. The database query for this
form is a bit more complicated. So, there are seven fields that the user must go through
in order to register a transaction made by the user. From all the fields, only one field
(„Remarks‟) is not required for completing a successful registration (transaction). As in
the Books‟ form this form contains data combos or combo boxes too. At this form we
have four data combos which take the data from different database fields depending on
the data we want to get in the form. When the user wants to register a transaction, he or
she will have to select the data in data combos that means that the user can not change or
add a new client in the data combo for instance, but he will have to go to the client‟s
form first and after registering a new client he can select that client from the client data
combo in the transactions‟ form. So, that is the logic of Visual Basic data combos which
show the relationship between different data and help in connecting those data from
different forms in just one form. Of course, the user has to take into consideration the
values that he can put into the fields otherwise he will get the error messages. As for the
data combos, the user has just to select its values and cannot change or add any new
value in them. The „Delivery Sheet Type‟ field can be 1 which is an input sheet
indicating that the user returned the book in the library or 2 which is an output sheet
indicating that the user took something out of the library. The „Quantity‟ field must be
numerical and is a required field, the same as the date of the transaction which is
required and must be of type date. There is no any validation rule for the „Remarks‟
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field. For better understanding all the validation rules and everything else about the form
you can refer to APPENDIX H. As for the buttons, the same as most of the forms, also
this form has the buttons for adding, deleting, canceling, saving and moving through the
records, but at this form we see a different button which is used for finding clients who
have made transactions. This button executes another form which is showed in the figure
below (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12 Transactions’ Search Form [4]
What can be searched is the client name, book title and the delivery sheet type. So, the
user must type in the data that he wants to search and then press the Find button. If the
data is found, the record selector (the black arrow on the left of the record) will be
positioned at the first found row, and if the data is not found the selector will remain in
its current position or row. If you close the form for finding transactions you will go
back to the transactions‟ form. The visual basic code for finding records within a
recordset is as seen in the figure below (Figure 2.13).
When button Find clicked
Variable declaration
Variable declaration
Search criteria

The search is made forward until EOF (end of file)
is reached. If record is found, it shows up, if not
then a message appears.

Figure 2.13 Code for searching Transactions [4]
15
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Figure 2.14 Users’ Form [4]

Another form that we can execute
from the welcome form is the
users‟ form (Figure 2.14) that is
available only if the login is made
as an administrator. This is a
simple form which lets the
administrator manage application
users. As seen from the figure, the
form has its main buttons through
which the administrator can move
through users, delete, add, or
save them. Moreover, you can refer
to APPENDIX I if you want to see
the users‟ form code.

The last button seen in the welcome form is the „Log Out‟ button. As said before this
button will be enabled all the time the users are logged in. We will see now what this
button does when clicked.

Figure 2.15 Log Out Button Code [4]

When this button is clicked, the text field of
the login form named „Textname‟ gets blank
as well as the other field of this form named
„Textpsw‟ which is the field for the user
password. Then the current form hides and the
database application main window is showed
from which the user can log in again, register
or exit the application.

This was most of the database application explained with its forms and different
functions. The idea of all this was showing how database applications work, what their
main functions are and how the database is used by the application in different ways. So,
I think this database application may be helpful to all those who have not yet started
with database applications and of course this is not a perfect one, which means it could
be more functional depending on the database design that one makes and on
programming as well.
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3. Problem Statement
The primary goal of the thesis is to help any library digitalize its services and most
of the things that it has in papers and so, see all its books in the database application
through which can be fulfilled most of a library‟s functions. The problem is to manage
library clients in an easier way, to have them registered where they can be easily found,
to register all books of the library, administration of the library, so in general make all a
library data more organized which would make it more functional.
The secondary goal of the thesis is to help new and inexperienced students who like
to be database application programmers but find it hard to get themselves into database
applications, that such an application can be very easily created especially with the help
of a good IDE (Integrated Development Environment) such as Visual Basic (version 6.0
or higher). Such a database application requires not more than an Access database and
some code which manipulates with the records of the database in different ways, which
can be tested by you once you have installed the right software on your computer in
order to start trying these kinds of applications. Of course there are a lot of powerful
and multifunctional database applications nowadays, but I think these kinds of
applications should not be taken as an appropriate example by young database fans or
taken as a point for starting creating database applications because they may be
disappointed with databases and usually their relationship diagrams and of course the
pages full of code depending on different programming languages. Although students
should learn databases, tables, queries and different things about them, they should
know that it is the database application which defines different ways in which the user
can use the database, defines the right type of data that the user can type in different
fields and of course increase the database security by offering users to register
themselves and log in with their passwords. So, all you have to do is just create a simple
database with the data inserted into tables and create the relationships between them
and then go to Visual Basic IDE and start with the database application.
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4. Methodology
In this chapter can be seen the methods and different ways used to get the
database application done and achieve the goals of the entire thesis which were
described earlier. Also, there will be mentioned the problems that appeared during
database design and the database application design and the ways these were solved
and overcome. Moreover, here will be mentioned most of the things or some
questions that any reader might have made to himself about the database or the
application.
4.1 Database Design
We all know that an SQL database is better and stronger that an Ms Access
database for many reasons which will not be mentioned here. Being aware of that,
when started making the database application I had already made the EL database in
MySQL server and I was ready to put it into action through Visual Basic IDE,
something I started but unfortunately I was not able to put an end for a more
complicated application, because of the time at my disposal for finishing the thesis
and because of some reasons given in form of some questions that someone might
ask to himself which are shown in the following subheadings.
1. Why is not there an SQL database for the database application?
The first thing that one might think when reading this thesis is that what
kind of database application it is, in what programming language the database is
created and what programming language the graphical user interface is made in.
When seeing the entire database application and when testing, it seems it functions
well but, is there any other way or anything that could be added to the database or
the application in order the entire application is more functional and more useful.
Being more specific, database design is a big issue when there is the question about
using an SQL database instead of an Access database.
As seen in the chapters earlier, the database for the EL application was made in
Microsoft Access 2007 and not in SQL server. Of course that, building the same
database in any of the SQL servers would not be difficult but some problems begin
to appear when starting to make its GUI (Graphical User Interface). As told earlier
the GUI for this application is made in Visual Basic 6.0 IDE and this version of this
programming language is not a new one which means that it has some
disadvantages when trying to make the interfaces for SQL databases rather than
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those of Ms Access. So, the problems begin to appear when trying to connect Visual
Basic with the SQL database but anyway it is something that after reading a lot
about and searching for some specific lines of code it can be done to connect the
SQL database with the Visual Basic forms and other data controls, of course, by
means of the ADO (ActiveX Data Object) data control which we will be talking
about later on. Another problem that I dealt with after creating the database
application for my first SQL database was the package and deployment creation for
the EL files. So, when I tried to create the setup file for this database application
there were many SQL files that caused some errors while deploying in other
computers together with all the other files of the database application included in
the setup package.
Finally, I designed the database in Microsoft Access 2007, and inserted some “fake”
data that would help me while testing the database as well as the database
application and after that I started with the database user friendly interface. So, the
main difference between an Ms Access database and an SQL one is that the Access
database is just one simple Microsoft Access file where multiple tables, queries,
forms, reports and other necessary objects are stored and the advantage of this is
that in the Visual Basic IDE the number of ADO data controls is smaller which
increases application‟s performance. Whereas, the advantage of the SQL database
as we know is stronger because we can manipulate with the database data in
different ways.
We are aware that there are some more new versions of Visual Studio including
Visual Basic which fully support the SQL databases and which offer an easier way
to communicate with them through different data controls.
2. Why are not there more tables in the Ms Access database?
As mentioned earlier the EL database has six main tables which are related
to one another and another table which contains the users who register and want to
login the application. It is my personal opinion and decision that it is a minimal and
necessary number of tables for a library in order to fulfill its main tasks and
requirements. I cannot say that this database could not be made by more tables or
queries or say that it could not contain a smaller number of objects (tables, forms
queries etc.). I found this number of tables as the right one for digitalizing libraries‟
data and for making the librarians‟ job easier. As mentioned earlier, both the
database and the database application have its own importance but you should be
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aware that the clients want to see something well done and useful no matter all the
code or tables you used for creating that.
4.2 Database Application Design
4.2.1. ADO Data Control

The ADO (ActiveX Data Object) data control is the primary interface
between a Visual Basic application and a database. It can be used without writing
any code at all! The data control (or tool) can access databases created by several
other programs including Visual Basic (or Microsoft Access). Some other formats
supported include Btrieve, dBase, FoxPro, and Paradox databases. [2]
The data control (or tool) can access databases created by several other programs.
Some other formats supported include Btrieve, dBase, FoxPro, and Paradox
databases.
The data control can be used to perform the following tasks: [2]





Connect to a database.
Open a specified database table.
Create a virtual table based on a database query.
Pass database fields to other Visual Basic tools, for display or editing. Such
tools are bound tools (controls), or data aware.
 Add new records or update a database.
 Trap any errors that may occur while accessing data.
 Close the database.
Some ActiveX data objects:
Recordset

Contains the records that make up the
results of a query

Connection

Allows control over the connection to the
data source

Command

Executes database commands and queries
with parameterized queries

Error

Retrieves errors from ADO

Field

Represents a piece of data in a recordset
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Parameter

Works with the Command object to set up
a parameter in a query or stored procedure

Allows you access
properties
Figure 4.1 Visual Basic ADO objects [1]

Property

to

ADO

object

A recordset by itself is not data; it is an object that represents (or points to) the data in
a physical database. Even after a recordset is released or closed, the data in the
underlying table(s) remains in the database. You can use several different types of
recordsets. A dynaset (dynamic recordset) is a set of records that changes dynamically
as the data in the underlying database is modified. A snapshot represents a "picture" of
a set of records at the time the recordset is created; subsequent changes to the
underlying data are not reflected in the recordset.
So, Visual Basic through ActiveX Data Objects offers a good way for creating a
database application especially with a Microsoft Access database. The way how ADO
control is used when creating database applications and its connection properties will
be explained in the next subchapter seen below.
4.2.2 Visual Basic steps for starting with the Database Application
We will now see how the ADO data control is used for starting with the database
application. The first step in using a Data control is to add the control to your
application's form. Select the Data control tool from the Toolbox and then just drag that
into the form the same way as all other controls. After you set the desired size and
placement of the Data control on your form, you can set its Name and Caption
properties. The name of the data control is important when starting to add code to the
form so it is important to remember that during programming and the caption is the text
that appears on the data control. [5]

Figure 4.2 ADO Data Control on a form [5]
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Now we have the ADO control on the form so the next step is to call the database
through this control. Then, when right clicked and select the Properties option of the
ADO data control there will appear a new window (Figure 4.3) from which you can
create the connection.
We can see from the figure
the last option for creating a
connection string which we
can use for connecting our
application to the Ms
Access database. After the
Build button is clicked there
appears another window
(Figure 4.4) which asks us
to what data we want to
connect to.

Figure 4.3 ADO properties window [6]
In order to connect to a Microsoft
Access Database, we'll select
Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLE DB
Provider as our provider, and then
click on the Next button. If we
were connecting to an Oracle or a
SQL Server database, we would
select that type of Provider here.
After clicking on the Next button,
the other window (Figure 4.5) will
appear where we are asked to
select the database where we have
created earlier, so we will select
the EL.mdb file for our project.
[6]

Figure 4.4 Data link properties [6]
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For Access Databases, the User
Name is 'Admin' by default, and
there is no password. If we had
selected an Oracle or SQL Server
Provider, this window would look
somewhat different, but the idea is
the same. After selecting the
database from the appeared
window we should click the Test
Connection button to see if the
connection
was
created
successfully and then go on with
our project. What next is
important is the database object
whose data we need to see. After
closing this window another
simple window will appear to ask
us specify the recordsource
property as explained earlier.[6]
Figure 4.5 Database path requirements [6]
Just click on the Command
Type drop-down ListBox,
and select cmdTable as the
Command Type. Selecting
a Table type recordset is the
easiest way to connect to a
database and create a
recordset. We could have
selected adCmdText, but
then we would have to
specify a SQL (Structured
Query Language) statement
in the Command Text box.
Figure 4.6 Recordsource Selection [6]
After that we then select the table or query inside the database and we are finally ready
for starting with other things of the project. So, in our form back at the IDE we have the
ADO data control and now we will see how other controls are put in the form an connect
to table or query fields.
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We know drag a textbox control in the form where we want to show client names and a
label containing textbox description as seen in the figure below for instance.
Now we will see how we
will connect this textbox
with the database in order
that it shows specific data
from the database object
specific field. On the
right side of the IDE we
Figure 4.7 Textbox dragged into the form [4]
have some windows which tell us which form we are working on, and they also show
us all the features of the data controls that we have put in our form including ADO,
textboxes and others. So, when the textbox that we put is clicked, what we can see in
those windows is shown in the figure below (Figure 4.8).
What we need now is just move our mouse
in the DataSource option and choose the
ADO data control which represents our
entire database and then go to the
DataField option and choose the right field
from your database table or query and it is
all done.
There are also some other options for the
textboxes which will not be explained here,
after this was a subchapter for showing the
main steps for connecting Visual Basic
forms to different database object and
show how this works.
Figure 4.8 Textbox Properties [4]
We talked only about the GUI options of the IDE but when we want to add code to
different controls of the form we just click them twice and start programming those
buttons, textboxes, objects, frames etc.
As we could see this was the chapter explaining the methods used for creating the EL
database application with its database and its functions and programming which can be
broadly seen and analyzed in the Appendixes chapter at the end of the Thesis.
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5. Critical Discussion
In this chapter will be described some of the pros and cons and the results through
different phases of software engineering model for the Electronic Library database
application. In other words, here can be seen the services that this database application
offers and those that it does not offer as well as its results from the start phase till the
final phase of the software development model through which EL has gone through.
5.1 Pros of EL
Electronic Library database application enables libraries‟ administrators or librarians
digitalize libraries‟ services which implies that all the books, publishers, clients, clients‟
transactions, library employees are electronically stored in an organized database. So,
this application makes librarians‟ job easier by providing services in an electronic way.
Moreover, refer back to the Application Review chapter where EL and its services are
explained in details.
5.2 Cons of EL
What will be mostly described in this subchapter, are some of the services that the
database application does not offer:
The EL as you could notice during the preceding chapters is not a web based database
application but it is a local one which is offered as a setup for being installed in different
computers.
There is not any option which enables advanced search within different forms of the
database application.
EL does not enable to view lists of all books and publishers at once but you have to
navigate through them one by one.
Although it has some instructions during run time, EL does not have any help file
incorporated.
5.3 Outcome of EL through Software Engineering Models
The software development model through which the EL database application has
gone through in order to reach its final phase is the Waterfall Model whose phases will
be listed below.
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5.3.1 Analysis of Feasibility [7]
This project can be technically implemented and help libraries‟ administrations
in accomplishing their daily tasks. This database application does not bring any
defined profit, but it is done as a requirement for my Bachelor Degree by the Faculty
of Computer Science and Engineering in the University for Business and Technology.
EL was made by one person (the foregoing student) and it does not require any
special equipment or much personnel, but in order to make such an application, one
must have installed in his computer fully licensed Microsoft Access (2003 or newer
version) which is needed for the database design and the other application that should
be installed is fully licensed Visual Basic (version 6, ver.8 or VB.net) which is
needed for making the GUI (Graphical User Interface) for the Ms Access database.
5.3.2 Analysis of Requirements [7]
There were no any specific requests by any client for making EL, but as the
author of EL, I have consulted a considerable number of libraries by asking their
employees about the way that these libraries offer services to clients and what gave
me a bad impression about many libraries that I visited was the way how all the data
were registered in huge notebooks, something that caused and still causes problems to
libraries‟ employees. The main task of the system is to enable the administrators of
the library find specific clients with their current transactions and update or delete
their records. The system must be able to find clients in the database through its GUI.
The operating systems in which EL can work are: Windows XP, Vista, 7. It can be
deployed on some older versions of Windows but the program administrator must be
contacted for adding some more files compatible with those operating systems in
order EL to run.
5.3.3 Software Design [7]
The system has a very simple and user friendly Graphical User Interface,
made in Visual Basic programming language. For more on software design and all its
forms and graphics refer back to Application Review chapter where all forms of EL
can be broadly seen.
5.3.4 Testing [7]
The software has successfully finished the phases of testing starting from its
simplest forms where many validation rules are added to prevent database data
inaccuracy till the package and deployment phase where the application was tested if
it is compatible and whether it works on pre mentioned Operating Systems. As for
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maintaining the database data accuracy, there are a considerable number of validation
rules in almost all of the forms especially in forms such as: Client‟ Form, Books‟
Form, Publisher‟ Form, Users‟ Form and all other forms where data can be added and
altered such as the Transactions‟ Form which contains strict validation rules about its
mandatory and simple text fields where data must be inserted.
5.3.5 Software Deployment [7]
The software setup package was developed using the Package and
Deployment Wizard of the Visual Basic IDE. This VB tool creates the necessary files
for enabling EL to be run in different computers but there are some steps that must be
carefully taken into consideration if we want to have our application used in more
Operating Systems, so we have to put some extra Visual Basic programming
language files which have to be installed from the setup package of the application.
5.3.6 Maintainability and Usability [7]
EL database application can be used by any library fulfilling its main tasks
and services. This database application does not need much maintenance. In case any
eventual problem appears, the author of the EL will be the one who will intervene and
fix that. EL database will have the right data inserted in it, enabled by database
application and libraries will make copies of it in different destinations on their
computers in case of any data corruption or any other possible error.
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6. Conclusion
Based on all the results, different test phases of the EL, as well as the
explanatory phases of this database application throughout the entire thesis I think
that both goals are achieved but of course this is an issue that also wants many
opinions in order to reach the most exact conclusions.
EL database application by the moment I am writing the conclusion chapter of the
thesis, is put into practice and being used in a school here in Vushtrri (my town)
which got it for free, and as far as I could understand from some library employees
EL is doing great, by helping them remove their old books full of notes and
registering everything on the database. I was very glad hearing that from them and as
for the first goal of the thesis which was to help the libraries digitalize its services, I
think EL achieved this and maybe it will even prove itself in some other libraries
which will get this software for free.
Being sincere, what I personally noticed, when reviewing the first goal, was that even
though this database application works well on local computers, it should have some
web services in itself but I could not achieve to do that within the period of time that
was in my disposal for finishing my thesis.
As for the second goal which was to help new students interested in databases‟ stuff
to get them a bit into these things, I think EL is not much complicated, and as told at
the beginning it has a user friendly interface which enables users to easily understand
it. Young students can find many interesting things here on the thesis and what I think
is the most important thing, is that at the Appendices chapter, where readers (young
students) can find all the code that was used for building EL database application.
Generally, it is for me to hope that this thesis will be liked and something interesting
to read by anyone.
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8. Appendices
NOTE:

The text near Visual Basic code starting whith an apostrophe and having a
different color is code commentation.
Rows of code without commentation have their commentation somewhere
before, so if there is some code without commentation look some rows before.

8.1 APPENDIX A
Main Window Form Code
Submenu Register: File Menu
Private Sub mnuregister_Click()
registration.Show
Me.Enabled = False
End Sub

„Submenu Register
„show the form named registration
„disable current form
„end function

Submenu Login:
Private Sub mnulogin_Click()
login.Textname.Text = ""
login.Textpsw.Text = ""
login.Show
Me.Enabled = False
End Sub

„submenu login
„empty text field textname.text of the login form
„empty textfield Textpsw.text of the login form
„show login form
„disable current form

Submenu Exit:
Private Sub mnuexit_Click()
End
End Sub

„menu Exit
„end application
„end function
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Submenu AboutUs: Help Menu
Private Sub mnuaboutus_Click()
frmAbout.Show
Me.Enabled = False
End Sub

„submenu About EL
„show form frmAbout
„disable me (current form)

8.2 APPENDIX B
Registration Form Code
Private Sub Form_Load()
Navigator.Recordset.AddNew
Textname.Text = ""
Textpsw.Text = ""
End Sub

„when form is loaded
„add new record in database table or query
„empty field textname(field name . Text)
„empty field textpsw

Private Sub Cmdconfirm_Click()
„when confirm button clicked
If Textname.Text = "" Or Textpsw.Text = "" Then „Conditional Statement
„If these two fields are empty
then…
MsgBox "Both fields are required!", vbCritical, "Message" „display a message box
Exit Sub
„exit function if the condition is true
Else
„if condition is not true then…
registration.Navigator.Recordset.Update
„make the registration(update database)
MsgBox "Successfully registered!", vbInformation, "Confirmation" „display
message
Textname.Text = ""
Textpsw.Text = ""
Me.Hide
„hide the current form
login.Show
„show login form
End If
„end if statement
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdcancel_Click()
Me.Hide
mainworkspace.Show
mainworkspace.Enabled = True
End Sub

„when cancel button clicked
„hide current form
„show form mainworkspace
„make this form active

Private Sub Textname_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)

„field data validation
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If Textname.Text = "admin" Then
„condition
MsgBox "You are not allowed to be registered with this name! Please choose
another one!", vbCritical, "Information"
„display message
Textname.Text = ""
Textpsw.Text = ""
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
If Textname.Text = Navigator.Recordset.Fields("name").Value Then
MsgBox "Another user has this name too. Please choose another name!", vbCritical,
"Information"
Textname.Text = " "
Textpsw.Text = " "
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

8.3 APPENDIX C
Login Form Code
Public LoginSucceeded As Boolean

„declare a public variable

Private Sub Cmdlogin_Click()
Dim usrname As String
Dim psword As String
Dim usernam As String
Dim pssword As String
Dim Msg As String

„when login button clicked
„declare a variable

Private Sub Cmdcancel_Click()
LoginSucceeded = False
Me.Hide
mainworkspace.Show
mainworkspace.Enabled = True
End Sub

„when cancel button clicked
'set the global var to false

registration.Navigator.Refresh
usrname = Textname.Text
psword = Textpsw.Text

„refresh database table or query
„variable = field name

Private Sub Form_Load()
Textname.Text = ""

„when form loaded
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Textpsw.Text = ""
End Sub
If Textname.Text = "" Or Textpsw.Text = "" Then
MsgBox "Both fields are required!", vbCritical, "Message"
Exit Sub
End If
If Textname.Text = "admin" Then „if name value = admin then
Me.Hide
welcomeform.Show
welcomeform.cmdusers.Enabled = True „button users of welcome form is enabled
Exit Sub
End If
Do Until registration.Navigator.Recordset.EOF
„Check records until EOF (end of file) is reached
If registration.Navigator.Recordset.Fields("User").Value = usrname And
registration.Navigator.Recordset.Fields("Password").Value = psword Then
„If fields “Name” and “Password” of the login form have the same value as that in
fields “User” and “Password” in the database then
Me.Hide
welcomeform.Show
Exit Sub
Else
registration.Navigator.Recordset.MoveNext „move to the next record
End If
„end if statement
Loop

„loop

Msg = MsgBox("Invalid password, try again!", vbCritical + vbOKCancel, "Error")
If (Msg = 1) Then
login.Show
Textname.Text = ""
Textpsw.Text = ""
Else
mainworkspace.Show
End If
End Sub

In general, what all this loop does here is to check all
user names in the database table and compare those
with the values typed in ´Name´ and ´Password´ fields
of the login form. If the values match then the login is
true so the user logs in the database application. If
there is no match of the values then the login is false
and the message as seen above appears continuously
for every value mismatch.
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8.4 APPENDIX D
Welcome Form Code
Private Sub Cmdclients_Click()
Me.Hide
Clients.Show
End Sub

„when button Clients clicked
„hide current form (welcome form)
„show clients´s form

Private Sub cmdbooks_Click()
Me.Hide
Book.Show
End Sub

„when button Books clicked
„hide current form (welcome form)
„show books´form

Private Sub Cmdlogout_Click()
login.Textname.Text = ""
login.Textpsw.Text = ""
registration.Textname = ""
registration.Textpsw = ""
Me.Hide
mainworkspace.Enabled = True
mainworkspace.Show
End Sub

„when button Logout clicked
„empty login form textfield

Private Sub Cmdpublishers_Click()
Me.Hide
Publisher.Show
End Sub

„when button Publishers clicked

Private Sub Cmdtransactions_Click()
Me.Hide
Transaction.Show
End Sub

„when button Transactions clicked

Private Sub cmdusers_Click()
Me.Hide
users.Show
End Sub

„when button Users clicked

„empty registration form textfield
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8.5 APPENDIX E
Clients’ Form Code
Private Sub Form_Load()
Textname.Enabled = False
Textphone.Enabled = False
Textcity.Enabled = False
Textaddress.Enabled = False
Textremarks.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
Navigatorc.Enabled = True
End Sub

„when form loaded
„disable textname field

Private Sub Cmdadd_Click()
Navigatorc.Recordset.AddNew
Cmdsave.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = True
Cmdexit.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = False
Textname.Enabled = True
Textphone.Enabled = True
Textcity.Enabled = True
Textaddress.Enabled = True
Textremarks.Enabled = True
Navigatorc.Enabled = False
End Sub

„when Add button clicked
„add new record to recordset

Private Sub Cmdcancel_Click()
Navigatorc.Recordset.CancelUpdate
Textname.Enabled = False
Textphone.Enabled = False
Textcity.Enabled = False
Textaddress.Enabled = False
Textremarks.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True

„when Cancel button clicked
„cancel update to database

„enable Add button
„disable Save button

„enable data navigator

„disable data navigator

„disable Save button
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Navigatorc.Enabled = True
End Sub

„enable data navigator

Private Sub Cmddelete_Click()
„when Delete button clicked
Dim confirm As String
„variable declaration
confirm = MsgBox("Are you sure you want to delete this record?", vbQuestion +
vbYesNo, "Deletion Confirmation")
„display a message box with Yes and No buttons for deletion confirmation
If confirm = vbYes Then
„if button yes clicked
Navigatorc.Recordset.Delete
„delete record from recordset
MsgBox "Record Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
„display a message box
Navigatorc.Recordset.MoveFirst
„move to the first record
Else
„if button no clicked
MsgBox "Record Not Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message" „display a message box
Navigatorc.Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
„end if statement
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdexit_Click()
Unload Me
welcomeform.Show
End Sub

„when button exit clicked
„close current form

Private Sub Cmdsave_Click()
„when button Save clicked
If Textname.Text = "" Or Textaddress.Text = "" Or Textcity.Text = "" Then
MsgBox "Fields marked with an asterisk are required!", vbCritical, "Error"
Exit Sub
„if any of the specified fields is left blank when button save is clicked a message
box will be displayed telling that those fields are required
Else
„if the fields are filled in with the right data
Navigatorc.Recordset.Update
„update the recordset
MsgBox "Registration was successfully saved!", vbInformation + vbOKOnly,
"Correct"
„show a message box notifying the successful registration
Navigatorc.Recordset.MoveFirst
Textname.Enabled = False
Textphone.Enabled = False
Textcity.Enabled = False
Textaddress.Enabled = False
Textremarks.Enabled = False
Navigatorc.Enabled = True
„enable data navigator
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
„enable button delete
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
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Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

„exit function
„end if statement

Private Sub Textcity_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
„data validation for the textcity field
If IsNumeric(Textcity.Text) Then
„if the field contains numeric values
MsgBox " Field 'City' can not have numerical values!", vbCritical, "Error"
„display a message box
Textcity.Text = ""
„empty textcity field
Textcity.SetFocus
„set the cursor on this field
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textname_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
„data validation for the textname field
If IsNumeric(Textname.Text) Then
MsgBox "Field 'Name' can not have numerical values!", vbCritical, "Error"
Textname.Text = ""
Textname.SetFocus
„the same meaning as above
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textphone_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
„data validation for the texphone field
If Not IsNumeric(Textphone.Text) Then
„if this field is not numeric
MsgBox "Field 'Phone' must have numerical values!", vbCritical, "Error"
„display the error
Textphone.Text = ""
„empty phone field
Textphone.SetFocus
End If
„end if statement
End Sub

8.6 APPENDIX F
Books’ Form Code
Private Sub Cmdadd_Click()
navigatorb.Recordset.AddNew
Textauthor.Enabled = True
Texttitle.Enabled = True
Textmesunit.Enabled = True
Textquantity.Enabled = True
Textprice.Enabled = True

„when button Add clicked

„enable field textmesunit
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Textyear.Enabled = True
DataCombo.Enabled = True
Cmdadd.Enabled = False
Cmdsave.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = True
Cmddelete.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = False
navigatorb.Enabled = False
End Sub

„enable datacombo

„disable data navigator

Private Sub Cmdcancel_Click()
„when button Cancel clicked
navigatorb.Recordset.CancelUpdate „cancel database update
navigatorb.Recordset.MoveFirst
Textauthor.Enabled = False
Texttitle.Enabled = False
Textmesunit.Enabled = False
Textquantity.Enabled = False
Textprice.Enabled = False
Textyear.Enabled = False
‘Enable/Disable fields depending on
DataCombo.Enabled = False
its Boolean values
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
navigatorb.Enabled = True
End Sub
Private Sub Cmddelete_Click()
„when button Delete clicked
Dim confirm As String
confirm = MsgBox("Are you sure you want to delete this record?", vbQuestion +
vbYesNo, "Deletion Confirmation")
If confirm = vbYes Then
navigatorb.Recordset.Delete
MsgBox "Record Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
navigatorb.Recordset.MoveFirst
‘Refer to the
Else
examples before
MsgBox "Record Not Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
navigatorb.Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdexit_Click()
Unload Me
welcomeform.Show
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End Sub
Private Sub Cmdrefresh_Click()
navigatorb.Refresh
End Sub

„when button Refresh clicked
„refresh data navigator

Private Sub Cmdsave_Click()
„when Save button clicked
If Textauthor.Text = "" Or Texttitle.Text = "" Or Textmesunit.Text = "" Or
Textquantity.Text = "" Then
MsgBox "Fields marked with an asterisk are required!", vbCritical, "Error"
Exit Sub
Else
navigatorb.Recordset.Update
„update database table or query
navigatorb.Recordset.Requery
„update data combo
navigatorb.Refresh
MsgBox "Registration was succesfully saved!", vbInformation + vbOKOnly,
"Correct"
navigatorb.Recordset.MoveFirst
Textauthor.Enabled = False
Texttitle.Enabled = False
Textmesunit.Enabled = False
Enable/Disable textfields
Textquantity.Enabled = False
Textprice.Enabled = False
Textyear.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Enable/Disable buttons
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
navigatorb.Enabled = True
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
navigatorb.Enabled = True
DataCombo.Enabled = False
End Sub

„when form loaded
Enable/Disable buttons

Private Sub Textauthor_Validate(Cancel As Boolean) „author field validation
If IsNumeric(Textauthor.Text) Then
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MsgBox "Field 'Author' can not contain only numeric values!", vbCritical, "Invalid
Data"
Textauthor.Text = ""
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textprice_Validate(Cancel As Boolean) „price field validation
If Not IsNumeric(Textprice.Text) Then
MsgBox "Field 'Price' must contain numeric values greater than zero!", vbCritical,
"Invalid Data"
Textprice.Text = ""
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textquantity_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
„quantity validation
If Not IsNumeric(Textquantity.Text) Then
MsgBox "Field 'Quantity' must contain numeric values greater than zero!",
vbCritical, "Invalid Data"
Textquantity.Text = ""
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textmesunit_GotFocus()
„when measurement unit field clicked
Textmesunit.Text = "partition(s)"
„add this text automatically
End Sub
Private Sub Textmesunit_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
„mes.unit validation
If Textmesunit.Text < > "partition(s)" Then „if the default value is changed then
MsgBox "The default value for the field 'Measurement Unit' is 'partition(s)'. You
can not change it!", vbCritical, "Message" „display the error
Textmesunit.Text = "partition(s)"
„return the default value
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textyear_Validate(Cancel As Boolean) „year field validation
If Not IsNumeric(Textyear.Text) Then
MsgBox "Field 'Year' must be numerical!", vbCritical, "Invalid Data"
Textprice.Text = ""
End If
End Sub
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8.7 APPENDIX G
Publishers’ Form Code
Private Sub Cmdadd_Click()
Navigatorp.Recordset.AddNew
Textname.Enabled = True
Textcity.Enabled = True
Cmdadd.Enabled = False
Cmdsave.Enabled = True
Cmdexit.Enabled = False
Cmdcancel.Enabled = True
Cmddelete.Enabled = False
Navigatorp.Enabled = False
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdcancel_Click()
Navigatorp.Recordset.CancelUpdate
Textname.Enabled = False
Textcity.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Navigatorp.Enabled = True
End Sub
Private Sub Cmddelete_Click()
Dim confirm As String
confirm = MsgBox("Are you sure you want to delete this record?", vbQuestion +
vbYesNo, "Deletion Confirmation")
If confirm = vbYes Then
Navigatorp.Recordset.Delete
MsgBox "Record Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
Navigatorp.Recordset.MoveFirst
Else
MsgBox "Record Not Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
Navigatorp.Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdexit_Click()
Unload Me
welcomeform.Show
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End Sub
Private Sub Cmdsave_Click()
If Textname.Text = "" Then „if field is blank then
MsgBox "Publisher name is required in order to make a registration!", vbCritical,
"Error"
„display the error
Else
Navigatorp.Recordset.Update
„update the database
MsgBox "Registration was successfully saved!", vbInformation + vbOKOnly,
"Correct"
Navigatorp.Recordset.MoveFirst
„move to the first record
Textname.Enabled = False
Textcity.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Navigatorp.Enabled = True
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Textname.Enabled = False
Textcity.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmdexit.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
End Sub

„when form loaded

Enable/Disable buttons

Private Sub Textcity_Validate(Cancel As Boolean) „field data validation
If IsNumeric(Textcity.Text) Then
„If field is numerical
MsgBox "Field 'City' can not contain only numeric values!", vbCritical, "Invalid
Data"
„display the error
Textcity.Text = ""
End If
End Sub
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8.8 APPENDIX H
Transactions’ Form Code
Private Sub Cmdcancel_Click()
„when Cancel button clicked
Navigatords.Recordset.CancelUpdate
We have here two data navigators:
navigatorh.Recordset.CancelUpdate
one representing the ‘Deliverysheet’
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveFirst
table and the other representing the
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveFirst
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
‘History’ table.
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
What the code does is: cancel any
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
update of the tables
Cmdfirst.Enabled = True
Cmdnext.Enabled = True
Cmdprevious.Enabled = True
Enable/Disable buttons
Cmdlast.Enabled = True
Cmdsearch.Enabled = True
Textremarks.Locked = True
Textdate.Locked = True
texttick.Locked = True
Textquantity.Locked = True
DataCombo1.Locked = True
„lock data combos /fields (read only)
DataCombo2.Locked = True
DataCombo3.Locked = True
'texttick.Locked = True
End Sub
Private Sub Cmddelete_Click()
Dim confirm As String
confirm = MsgBox("Are you sure you want to delete this record?", vbQuestion +
vbYesNo, "Deletion Confirmation")
If confirm = vbYes Then
Navigatords.Recordset.Delete
navigatorh.Recordset.Delete
MsgBox "Record Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveFirst
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveFirst
Else
MsgBox "Record Not Deleted!", vbInformation, "Message"
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveFirst
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
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Private Sub Cmdexit_Click()
Unload Me
welcomeform.Show
End Sub

„when Exit button clicked
„close current form
„show welcome form

Private Sub Cmdsearch_Click()
findclients.Show
End Sub

„when search button clicked
„show another form

Private Sub Form_Load()
Cmdsearch.Enabled = True
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Textremarks.Locked = True
Textdate.Locked = True
texttick.Locked = True
Textquantity.Locked = True
DataCombo1.Locked = True
DataCombo2.Locked = True
DataCombo3.Locked = True
'texttick.Locked = True
End Sub

„when form loaded

Private Sub Cmdadd_Click()
Navigatords.Recordset.AddNew
navigatorh.Recordset.AddNew
Cmdsearch.Enabled = False
Cmdadd.Enabled = False
Cmdsave.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = True
Cmddelete.Enabled = False
Cmdfirst.Enabled = False
Cmdnext.Enabled = False
Cmdprevious.Enabled = False
Cmdlast.Enabled = False
Textremarks.Locked = False
Textdate.Locked = False
Textdate.Text = DateValue(Now)
texttick.Locked = False
Textquantity.Locked = False
DataCombo1.Locked = False
DataCombo2.Locked = False
DataCombo3.Locked = False
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End Sub
Private Sub Cmdfirst_Click()
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveFirst
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveFirst
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdlast_Click()
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveLast
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveLast
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdnext_Click()
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveNext
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveNext
If Navigatords.Recordset.EOF = True Then
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveLast
End If
If navigatorh.Recordset.EOF = True Then
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdprevious_Click()
Navigatords.Recordset.MovePrevious
If Navigatords.Recordset.BOF = True Then
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
navigatorh.Recordset.MovePrevious
If navigatorh.Recordset.BOF = True Then
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Cmdsave_Click()
If DataCombo1.SelectedItem = "" Or DataCombo2.SelectedItem = "" Or
Textdate.Text = "" Or texttick.Text = "" Or Textdstype = "" Or
DataCombo3.SelectedItem = "" Or Textquantity.Text = "" Then
MsgBox "Fields marked with an asterisk are required! Please fill them in.Be careful
with the 'Deliverysheet Type' field which you have to select first!", vbCritical,
"Error"
Exit Sub
Else
Navigatords.Recordset.Update
navigatorh.Recordset.Update
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MsgBox "Registration was succesfully saved!", vbInformation + vbOKOnly,
"Correct"
Navigatords.Recordset.MoveLast
navigatorh.Recordset.MoveLast
Textdsid.Text = Navigatords.Recordset.Fields("DsID").Value
Cmdadd.Enabled = True
Cmdsave.Enabled = False
Cmddelete.Enabled = True
Cmdcancel.Enabled = False
Cmdfirst.Enabled = True
Cmdnext.Enabled = True
Cmdprevious.Enabled = True
Cmdlast.Enabled = True
Cmdsearch.Enabled = True
Textremarks.Locked = True
Textdate.Locked = True
texttick.Locked = True
Textquantity.Locked = True
DataCombo1.Locked = True
DataCombo2.Locked = True
DataCombo3.Locked = True
'texttick.Locked = True
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textdate_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
If Textdate.Text <> DateValue(Now) Then
MsgBox "You can not change the date! It is the current date of the transaction!",
vbCritical, "Message"
Textdate.Text = DateValue(Now)
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Textquantity_Validate(Cancel As Boolean)
If Not IsNumeric(Textquantity.Text) Then
MsgBox ("Field 'Quantity' should have numeric values!"), vbCritical, "Invalid
Data"
Textquantity.Text = ""
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
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